
Controlling chemical lab hazards
No chemical used in a

laboratory setting is entirely
safe, and all chemicals can
result in some damaging

effects from exposure to a large enough
amount.

Although laboratory workers have
specialized education, knowledge and
skills, it is essential that they be aware of
health and safety issues related to their
work. 

They should be able to:
• Recognize the hazards of the work
• Use established practices and

procedures to protect their health and
safety and that of their co-workers.

• Take special care when working with
new materials.

Laboratory chemicals include cancer-
causing agents (carcinogens), toxins
(those affecting the liver, kidney and
nervous system), irritants, corrosives and
sensitizers.

Some chemicals react violently in
combination with another substance. 

Flammable chemicals readily catch fire
and burn in air. 

Some chemicals include a variety of
substances that can explode under certain
conditions.

Safety data sheets (SDSs) are an
important source of information on the
hazards of chemicals, and the precautions
necessary when handling and storing
them. Check these carefully.

Wearing appropriate personal protective
equipment for the substance you are
handling is one of the most important

ways to minimize exposure to harmful
chemicals.

Safety glasses with side shields usually
are adequate for laboratory use, but where
there is a danger of splashing chemicals,
goggles are required. When using strong
caustics, acids or conducting potentially
explosive reactions, use a face shield and
glasses.

Check glove compatibility charts to
ensure you have the right glove material
for the chemical(s) you are using. 

Wear long pants and long sleeves to
protect your skin. Wear a lab coat over
this clothing at all times in the lab; take it
off when it becomes soiled or when you
leave the lab. Use a lab apron made of
impervious material when you are
working with corrosives and oxidizers. 

Avoid open-toed and woven shoes that
could allow or absorb a chemical splash
on your feet.

These also are important hazard control
precautions to follow:

• Practice good housekeeping. Keep all

work areas clean and free
of clutter. Make sure work
clothing is properly
laundered and avoid
taking it home.

• Never eat, drink or smoke
in the laboratory.

• Make sure there is clear
identification for all
containers of hazardous
materials.

• Inspect glassware before
use for nicks and
scratches. Tag and 

remove defective glassware.
• Know how to control ignition sources

(sparks and flames) by such means as
grounding and bonding of containers.

• Report all injuries, no matter how
minor.

• Use fume hoods for all dangerous or
odorous work, and for work requiring
an overnight (or longer) reaction time. 

• Know the location of and how to use
emergency equipment such as
showers, eyewash fountains, fire
extinguishers and spill kits.

• Use the correct dispensing facilities
and equipment.

• Properly transport chemical containers,
using dollies or hand trucks for heavy
materials such as compressed gas
cylinders. Use unbreakable portable
containers for hazardous liquids.

• Follow proper storage procedures,
keeping incompatible substances
separated and flammables secure.
Storage areas should be well lit and
aisles in and near them kept free of
obstruction and other tripping hazards.
Chemicals should be stored at or
below eye level if possible
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There are various steps
laboratory personnel can take in
the event of a chemical spill. While
they should be able to respond to
a small, contained spill, they
should never put themselves in
harm’s way.

If there is any doubt about the
safety of anyone in the lab,
immediately call 911 or the
organization’s emergency
response team. 

Accidental release or spills of
chemicals and other hazardous
substances must be controlled
immediately, and cleaned up
under the supervision of persons
knowledgeable about the hazards
involved and the precautions to be
taken during the clean-up
operations. If appropriate
equipment and trained personnel
are not available on site, the
clean-up should not proceed.

Whether proceeding or not,
follow these procedures:

• Notify all personnel and the
supervisor in the vicinity of the
spill if any flammable, highly
toxic or volatile material is
spilled. Evacuate and post
warnings in the area if
necessary.

• If clothing has become
contaminated, remove and
enter emergency shower; if
eyes have been affected, flush
for 15 minutes (but be sure the
chemical is not water-reactive).

• Obtain the name of the
chemical(s) involved, the
approximate quantity, the
hazards of the chemical such
as flammability, toxicity and
corrosiveness.

Perform clean-up procedures
only if more than one person is in
the lab and available to participate.
(Work in teams. One person
cleans the spill; the other should
remain outside of the contam-
inated area and hand supplies to
person cleaning.)

Hold These Thoughts

1. Some chemicals used in a laboratory are entirely safe.
TRUE ____ FALSE ____

2. Do laboratory chemicals include cancer-causing agents?
YES ____ NO ____

3. Which of these is an important source of information on precautions
to take with hazardous chemicals?

A. Warning label.
B. Safety data sheet.
C. Operating manual.
D. Emergency response plan.
E. None of the above

4. Safety glasses with side shields usually are adequate when there is
a danger of splashing chemicals.

TRUE ____ FALSE ____

5. Which of these should NOT be worn in a chemical lab?
A. Gloves compatible with the substance being used.
B. Long pants and long sleeves.
C. Woven shoes.
D. Apron made of impervious material.

6. All containers of hazardous materials require clear identification of
their contents.

TRUE ____ FALSE ____

7. Which of these are steps usually taken to prevent accidental
exposure to harmful chemicals?

A. Keep all work areas clean and free of clutter.
B. Inspect glassware before use for nicks and scratches.
C. Know how to control ignition sources.
D. Use fume hoods for all dangerous or odorous work.
E. All of the above.

8. Does your laboratory have up-to-date safety data sheets for all of its
hazardous substances?

YES ____ NO ____ DON’T KNOW____

The Quiz
These questions are meant to help you remember what was discussed
today — not to test your patience or challenge your intelligence. The

answers are at the bottom of the page. Cover them up, and complete the
quiz as quickly as you can.

ANSWERS: 1. False, 2. Yes., 3. B., 4. False, 5. C., 6. True, 7. E., 8. Your answer
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A worker decided to dispose of chemical waste
stored in an acid cabinet in a university lab. He
transferred some of the waste into polycarbonate
bottles on an open bench and placed the bottles
directly on the floor underneath electrical breaker
panels before leaving for the day. 

A second worker entering the area noticed a strong
smell and advised a student near the waste bottles to
leave the area. The student later returned and saw
yellow liquid leaking from where the waste bottles were
located. Campus security was contacted and
immediately advised everyone to evacuate the area.
Hazmat was called and cleaned up the spill. 

There were no injuries, but the leaking liquid caused

the waste bottles to stick to the floor tiles, hindering the
clean-up. Tiles and coving under the electrical panel
had to be removed and replaced.

Investigation found that incompatible plastic bottles
were used to dispose of the chemical waste, which was
an inhalation hazard and should have been stored in
available fume hood. 

Electrical breaker panels were obstructed by
chemical waste bottles. 

Several safe work practices, instructions and training
had not been enforced or followed, including use of the
chemical’s hazard assessment and control form, safety
data sheets, and the lab’s hazardous materials disposal
manual. 

Date of Meeting: _________________________ Topic: ______________________________
Location: _______________________________ Department:_________________________
Start Time: ______ Finish Time: ______ Meeting Leader: _____________________

In Attendance:

For the Record

It really happened...

Note: TalksZone safety meetings are not intended to take the place of your own safety procedures. 
Always consult and/or review your procedures before attempting any work.
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